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1 General 
 

Loop detectors are used to detect various vehicles. 
The system consists of a detector and an induction loop. 

 
Typical applications are: 
•  Opening and closing barriers 
•  Opening and closing gates 
•  Controlling parking spaces 
•  Guarding bollards 

 
 

2 Safety notes 
•  The installer and the user are responsible for the correct and safe installation, 

respectively operation, of a loop system 
•  Detection of vehicles with little metal content may not be possible 
•  When making a groove for the loop, follow the guidelines and safety instructions for 

the tools used 
•  Damages to the (insulation of the) loop cable or feed line must be avoided as these 

may influence the right functioning of the system 
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3 Induction of the loop 
 

3.1 Loop dimensions and number of turns 
 

Usually the loop is installed in a rectangular shape. The dimensions of the loop are 
determined by the width of the road  and the size of the vehicle(s) to be detected. 
However, the minimum width of the loop must not be less than 0,8 meter and the 
length to width ratio must be 1:1 up to max. 4:1. Depending on the dimensions of the 
loop, a certain number of turns must be used in the loop groove. In the table below 
you can learn how to determine the number of loops required. 
 
Loop circumference Number of windings 

3 - 4 m 6 
4 - 6 m 5 

6 - 10 m 4 
10 - 20 m 3 

> 20 m 2 
 
 
3.2 Inductivity of the loop 
The inductivity of a loop can be measured with an appropriate measuring device, but 
also with the assistance of the in the loop detector integrated measuring function. 
Before sealing the loop groove, provisionally install the loop and the feed line and 
connect it to the loop detector. The detector will give an indication whether the 
conductivity is within the limits of its possibilities. 
You can also calculate roughly the inductivity by using this formula: 
 
L (in μH) ≈ (C * (N * N + N)) + (1,25 * F) 
 
Where L is the inductivity in micro Henry, C is the circumference of the loop in meter, 
N is the number of turns and F is the length of the feed line in meter. 
The inductivity of a loop should be between 80 – 300 μH. 
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4 Installation of the loop 
 
 4.1 Configuration of the loop 
 The loop must have chamfered corners of 45° (see drawing below) in order to 
minimize the risk of the cable being damaged after installation due to the influence of 
traffic on the road surface. 
The cable of the loops must be inserted in a groove and at a certain depth below the 
road surface. 
If the loop is installed in a concrete surface (like a ramp) the distance between the 
loop and the reinforcement of the concrete must be at least 5 cm. 
If the loop is installed below a brick road, use the sand layer under the bricks above 
the gravel layer, used to reinforce the road. Please, check the brick road regularly, as 
the bricks may shift under the wheels of vehicles and thus can damage the loop and 
feeder line. 
At all times ensure the geometry of the loop is not altered by the traffic as this can 
lead to changes in induction which can lead to malfunctions. 
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4.2 Geometry of the loop 
The optimal geometry of the loop depends on the type of vehicle to be detected. So, 
one must differentiate between passenger cars, trucks/lorries, motor cycles, bicycles. 
In this table we give some guidelines to the optimum width to be used for the loop. 
 
Situation Diagram Description 

Passenger cars 

 

Loop width equal to or 
smaller than the widest 
passenger car. So LW ≤ VW. 

Trucks 

 

Loop width equal to or 
smaller than the widest truck.           
So LW ≤ VW. 

Both passenger 
cars and trucks 

 

Loop width equal to or 
smaller than the widest truck. 

Limited space to 
install the loop 

 

If there is little space (for 
example, close to a metal 
object, such as a gate) to 
install the loop, we 
recommend installing the 
loop in the shape of an eight 
(8). 

Determine driving 
direction (AB 
logic): from Loop 1 
to Loop 2 or from 
Loop 2 to Loop 1 

 

Both loops equal to or 
smaller than the widest 
vehicle. Distance between 
the loops max. half the 
length of the vehicle. DL ≈ 
0.5 x vehicle length.  

Two-wheelers = 
little metal 
(motorcycles, 
scooters, bicycles, 
etc.) 

 

Make the loop in the shape 
of a parallelogram. Place the 
loop close to the road 
surface. 
Loop width ≈ 1 m. 

VW = Vehicle Width; LW = Loop Width; DL = Distance Loops 
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4.3 Influence of local conditions 
In case there are electrical (power) lines in the vicinity of the loop, shield the feed 
line. Better is to avoid these lines completely. Never combine these (power) lines in 
the same groove as the feed line! 
Keep a distance of at least 1 meter to moving metal objects. Consider the gate or the 
barrier boom as well.  These may be made of metal and thus influence the operation 
of the system. 
Keep a distance of at least 0,5 m from fixed metal objects. Consider the column of 
the gate, as these are often made of metal, as well! 
 
4.4 Sealing the groove in a concrete or asphalt surface 
For the grouting material cold-type and hot-type bitumen, as well as artificial resin, 
are suitable. When using hot-type bitumen, make sure the temperature resistance of 
the insulation of the loop wire is sufficient to withstand this heat. As an extra safety it 
is recommended to use a (nylon) cord over the loop cable in the groove in order to 
protect the loop cable from the heat. 
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4.5 Feed line 
The feed line must be twisted at least 20x per meter, all the way from the loop to the 
detector. For extra safety you can use shielded cable for the feed line (never use 
shielded cable for the loop itself!). The shielding must always be earthed on one side 
only (recommended is near the detector). 
Never combine the feed line with other cables in the same cable tray. When two 
loops are used, keep appropriate distance between their feed lines. Never use (part 
of) another loop for one of the feed lines. 
Ensure the length of the feed line is as short as possible, preferably less than 50 
meters. 
 
 
 

The feed line must be twisted with a 
minimum of 20 turns per meter, all the 
way from the loop to the terminals of the 
detector.

Twisting the feed line

If two loops are used, keep appropriate 
distance between feed lines. Use 
shielded feed lines.

Feed lines of two loops

It is not allowed to place the feed line in 
the same cable duct with other (power or 
data) lines.

Placing the feed line in 
respect to other loops

Length of the feed line.
Keep the length of the feed line as short 
as possible, with a max. length of 50 
meters.

Placing the feed line in the 
groove of another loop

It is not allowed to place the feed line in 
the groove of another loop. Use shielded 
feed lines.
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5 Problem solving at installation 
 
5.1 Attenuation 
The vehicle must be able to attenuate the signal from the loop sufficiently. 
Attenuation from other sources, like metal (moving or fixed) objects, adjacent loop 
systems, concrete reinforcement, electrical (power) lines, must be avoided. Some 
trucks are high on their wheels (high bed vehicles), which means the metal of the 
vehicle is far above the loop, and thus more difficult to detect. 
We therefore recommend to test the loop geometry on the future spot, together with 
the vehicles to be detected, before final installation. Once the installation is 
completed it often is difficult to make alterations to optimize the loop system. 
 
Optionally, a vehicle inductive loop tester is available to assist you in fault finding. 
The loop tester can measure various values of the loop, like: 
 

 R = resistance: DC value in Ω 
 L = inductance: in μH 
 Q = quality factor (no dimensions) 
 V = peak-to-peak value: in V 
 O = operating mode: correct settings and functioning of the DIP-switches 
 ΔL/L = change of inductance of the loop 

 
Look for article number KSL in our web shop. 
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5.2 Cross-talk (mutual influence of nearby loops) 
In some applications it is required to have several loops installed next to each other. 
This may cause cross-talk of the signal between adjacent loops. In order to prevent 
this, loop detectors are equipped with the possibility to shift the frequency of the 
oscillating signal. An alternative method is to install loops with a different number of 
turns; this shifts the oscillating frequency of the detector system. 
 
 
 
Detector Loop Diagram Problem Solution Consequence

Detector A = 
1-channel 
loop detector

1

Detector B = 
1-channel
loop detector

2

1

2

Detector A = 
1-channel 
loop detector

1

Detector B = 
2-channel 
loop detector

2 and 
3

Detector A =     
2-channel 
loop detector

1 and 
2

Detector B = 
2-channel 
loop detector

3 and 
4

Crosstalk possible = Crosstalk not possible = 

No crosstalk 
possible.

The frequency of 
loop detector A 
(loops 1 and 2) 
and loop 
detector B (loops 
3 and 4) is the 
same. Crosstalk 
is possible.

• Set the frequency of loop 
detector A (loops 1 and 2) 
and loop detector B (loops 3 
and 4) to a different value.

• Use different number of 
turns for the four loops.

Due to the 
different 
frequencies of 
loop detector A 
and loop detector 
B, crosstalk is no 
longer possible.

The frequency of 
loop detector A 
(loop 1) and loop 
detector B (loops 
2 and 3) is the 
same. Crosstalk 
is possible.

• Set the frequency of loop 
detector A (loop 1) and loop 
detector B (loops 2 and 3) to 
a different value.

• Use different number of 
turns for loop 1 and loops 2 
and 3.

Due to the 
different 
frequencies of 
loop detector A 
and loop detector 
B, crosstalk is no 
longer possible.

The frequency of 
loop detector A 
(loop 1) and loop 
detector B (loop 
2) is the same. 
Crosstalk is 
possible.

• Set the frequency of loop 
detector A (loop 1) and loop 
detector B (loop 2) to a 
different value.

• Use different number of 
turns for loop 1 and loop 2.

Due to the 
different 
frequencies of 
loop detector A 
and loop detector 
B, crosstalk is no 
longer possible.

Detector A =     
2-channel 
loop detector

No cross-talk is 
possible due to 
the use of a 
suitable loop 
detector.
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5.3 Trouble shooting 
 
Problem Possible cause Solution 

1 No vehicles are 
detected 

• no power supplied to detector • check the power supply to the detector 

  • power supply to detector too low   

  • loop dimensions are too large • check the dimensions of the loop against 
table 3.1   • loop dimensions are too small   

  • short cicuit in the loop • measure loop resistance with a loop tester 
to find broken cable (very high R) or short 
circuit (very low R) 

  • broken cable in the loop   

        

2 Some vehicles are not 
detected 

• sensitivity of detector set too low • increase sensitivity of detector 
  • loop geometry incorrect, including too 

few turns in the loop 
• check geometry of the loop against tables 

31. and 4.2        
    • cross talk from nearby loop(s) • shift frequencies on detector(s) 

    

• feed line rolled-up instead of cutting to 
right length 

• shorten feed line to correct length and 
check twisting 

    • other metal objects cause permanent 
attenuation 

• remove fixed or moving metal objects from 
vicinity of loop 

        

3 Vehicles are detected 
that are not supposed 
to be detected 

• sensitivity of detector set too high • decrease sensitivity of detector 
  • loop geometry incorrect, including too 

much turns in the loop 
• check geometry of the loop against tables 

3.1 and 4.2       

4 Detector gives "vehicle 
detected" signal, but no 
vehicle was/is present 

• cross talk from nearby loop(s) is 
happening 

• shift frequency on detector for nearby 
loops       

  • feed line not correct: insufficient 
twisting or shielding required for this 
application 

• inspect and correct feed line, use shielded 
loop cable         

      • use filling in groove to prevent movement 
of loop wire     • loop wire can move in the groove   

    • isolation of loop is damaged or 
resistance of loop is too high 

• remove fixed and moving metal objects 
from vicinity of loop         

    • fixed or moving metal in vicinity • enlarge distance from radio-transmitting 
equipment (remote control of gate/door 
present?).     • interference of radio-transmitting 

equipment 
        
5 Detector permanently 

signals loop occupied, 
but no vehicle is 
present 

• loop or feed line damaged, like short 
circuit or broken cable 

• see solution to problem 1 
        

          
6 Occasional 

malfunctions occur in 
rainy weather 

• loop wire insulation is damaged • check insulation by measuring resistance 
between loop and ground. Must be larger 
than 1 Mega Ohm. If not, replace loop wire 
and/or feed line  

  
• water can reach electrical connection 

between loop wire and feed line    
        
          

        • insulation of joint between loop wire and 
feed line must be improved 

          
7 No proper detection of 

direction of movement 
• distance between two loops is too large • distance must be such that momentarely 

both loops are covered by vehicle (correct 
geometry?) 

      

    • function for direction is nor properly set 
on detector 

  

      • correct settings on detector 

8 Loop system can not 
be corrected by 
methods above 

• loop has inductivity beyond limits of the 
detector 

• correct number of turns in the loop 
according to tables 3.1 and 4.2       

  • loop and/or feed line is damaged or not 
properly connected in all places 

• inspect loop and feed line and joints 
      • replace detector 

    • detector is defective     
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NOTES: 
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DVM International B.V. 

                           
 
 
 
English: Loop detectors  www.loopdetectors.store 
Français: Detecteurs a boucle  www.detecteursaboucle.store 
Deutsch: Schleifendetektoren  www.schleifendetektoren.store 
Español: Detectores de bucle  www.detectoresdebucle.store 
Português: Detectores de laço  www.detectoresdelaco.store 
Italiano: Rilevatori a spira  www.rilevatoriaspira.store 
Polski:  Detektory pętli   www.detektorypetli.store 
Nederlands: Lusdetectoren   www.lusdetectoren.store 
Česky : Smyčkové detektory  www.smyckovedetektory.store 


